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Foreword
The approach of Ulster Human Rights

It would be a fair analysis to state that

Watch (UHRW) has always been to

the vast majority of innocent terrorist

respond with dignity and certainty to the

victims have now been forgotten from

human rights violations perpetrated by

popular memory. Of course, their

terrorists against innocent victims and

families can never forget the loss, and

their families. Human Rights has for

the sacrifice made. As a part of the

long been associated with those who

Advocacy Service provided to victims of

would use it as another strategy to

terrorism by Ulster Human Rights

follow on from violence to undermine

Watch we are working alongside the

the State, and turn it in an attempt to

families of terrorist victims to construct

justify systematic abuse of the right to

family reports, to ensure their record is

life. This we believe is grotesque and

preserved and archived.

unacceptable.
Given the legislative denial of justice
As an organisation we are dedicated to

and the failure of the system in favour

supporting and assisting those who

of the perpetrators of violence and their

have not only been victimised by

representatives, the truth must be

terrorists, but have also been constantly

heard. Family reports seek to address

failed by those who should have been

this imbalance by presenting an agreed

behind them, particularly the justice

narrative of events, highlighting any

system.

deserve

outstanding issues, to ensure that

support in their search for answers. For

stories of suffering and sacrifice are not

many,

lost.

Innocent

closure

victims

remains

a

far-off

aspiration, and there is a view amongst
this large group that they have been

Furthermore, we now live in a context

abandoned, with little tangible support,

where troubles legacy and memory are

while

characterised by hearsay. This false

the

perpetrators

of

terrorist

violence are lauded and empowered.

approach underpins much of what is
proposed in future arrangements for
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dealing with the past, and in current

outside to engage with a story than

legacy

that

must not be lost. This report attempts to

documented facts must speak for

present not only the facts of the matter,

themselves, and that introduction of a

but also the humanity of the innocent

constant speculative approach only

victim, and the fact that beyond the

serves to undermine the truth, for the

statistic, a life was lost and a family

sake of politically charged narratives.

devastated.

Family reports are integral to the

It is essentially an effort to provide the

support we provide to victims’ families,

family

providing

vital

bereavement, as a part of their journey

acknowledgment and recognition. They

of recovery, for a loved one who must

also provide a platform for the world

never be forgotten.

inquests.

them

We

believe

with

with

a

record

of

their
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Introduction
This family report produced by Ulster

Ulsterbus and for her murder. Sadly,

Human

her death which took place in a year of

Rights

Watch

(UHRW)

documents the tragic death of Margaret

great

violence

was

very

much

Ruby Johnston, always known to her

overshadowed by other events in terms

family and friends as ‘Ruby’. Ruby

of news reporting and popular memory.

sustained severe burns to 35% of her
Ruby Johnston

body as a result of a petrol bomb attack
while travelling home from work on an
Ulsterbus in Armagh on 05 February
1972.

Ruby would later die on 28 March 1972
from complications caused by the
burns. She was 38 years old.

Attacks on buses during the troubles
were relatively frequent events, and the
fact that there were no initial fatalities
from the attack, cruelly meant that as an
incident it was not as publicly visible as
it should have been. There was very
little newspaper reporting of the tragic
event, and as a result relatively little

This report is based upon key source

attention has been paid to Ruby’s

documents and published materials.

murder.

This includes inquest documents and
information

contained
report

by

within
the

the

Following the attack and Ruby’s death,

summary

Historical

no-one was convicted or even charged

Enquiries Team (HET), as well as

by the police for the attack on the
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information

supplied

directly

members of Ruby’s family.

from

It has been produced at the request of
family members of Ruby Johnston, who
have been receiving advocacy support
from Ulster Human Rights Watch
(UHRW).
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The Day of the Attack
At about 4.20pm on Saturday 05

of youths gathered on the far side of the

February 1972, four passengers got on

road well back from the junction with the

board the regular bus service travelling

slip road. It quickly became clear that

to Newtownhamilton from Armagh. The

these young men were intent on

Ulsterbus no. 56, which was being

violence.

driven by Wilfred Allen, would leave
The Mall and proceed down Friary

As the bus approached the right turn on

Road (the Armagh Ring Road). It was

to the slip road, a group of older youths

then to turn off down the slip road to join

broke from the main group and ran onto

Lower Irish Street, and from there

the ring road to attack the bus.

would have gone under the Friary Road

Estimates of the numbers of youths

flyover to leave Armagh on route to its

involved in the attack vary between

destination 12 miles away.

witnesses but ranged from 201 to 602.
The mob then launched their vicious

As the bus approached the turn off

attack with stones, and a petrol bomb

towards Lower Irish Street from Friary

was thrown into the bus.

Road,

at

approximately 4.30

that

afternoon, it encountered a large group

Modern map of Armagh showing the location of the attack on the Ulsterbus No. 56.
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The ‘Tunnel’

One of the men assisting the driver was
the father of Guardian journalist Sean

This spot on the ring road was known

O’Hagan. In his 2002 Observer article

locally as the ‘tunnel’, the reference

making reference to Ruby Johnston,

being to a pedestrian underpass that

entitled ‘An Accidental Death’, O’Hagan

was a popular place for loitering. The

identified himself as someone who had

tunnel, with its close access to the

been a regular participant in rioting at

nationalist

this

Drumarg

Park

housing

location

on

other

occasions,

estate, had fast become the epicentre

although not this one, and described

for most of the rioting and civil disorder

her death as one that haunts him3.

that took place in Armagh in the early
1970s. This day would be no exception.

Terror Attack

Of the four passengers picked up at
The Mall, Ruby Johnston was sitting on
the first seat at the front opposite the
driver. As the youths threw stones, the
windows of the bus were smashed and
the passengers ducked to avoid the
missiles and broken glass. The mob
moved closer to the bus and the petrol
bomb was thrown in.

This came through the front window of
the bus and landed on Ruby’s lap
engulfing her in flames. Immediately the
driver got Ruby off the bus with the help
of others, and attempted to put out the
flames.

A passing motorist drove Ruby to the
Armagh

City

Hospital

where

she

received treatment for her burns. By
this time the mob had scattered, and
the bus driver put out what remained of
the fire. It is evident that the fire did
relatively minimal damage to the interior
bus itself, and it can be presumed that
the overwhelming impact of the petrol
bomb was absorbed directly by Ruby.

Upon the arrival of an ambulance and
the

police,

violence

those

organising

instructed

the

youth

the
to

disperse from the area.

Damage to the bus appears to have
been limited, and was such that Wilfred
Allen was immediately able to get back
behind the wheel and return the bus to
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the Armagh Ulsterbus depot on Railway

‘Accidental’

Street.
In one sense O’Hagan was correct
naming

Context of Violence

his

article

‘An

Accidental

Death’. It is a safe presumption that
Rioting in Armagh by republican youths

Ruby was not specifically targeted by

had seen an upsurge following the

the IRA, and no one can really suggest

shootings

30

that her murder was premeditated by

January 1972, which had energised

whoever was responsible for launching

civil disorder in the Catholic community.

the petrol bomb which cruelly landed on

This

her lap and ultimately was the cause of

had

in

Londonderry

led

to

on

considerable

destruction in Armagh, with a number of

her death.

vehicles hijacked and burned in the
vicinity of the incident during the

Describing her death as an ‘accident’ is

previous week. Indeed, the morning of

wholly inappropriate, and only serves to

the Saturday had seen a read van

deflect

hijacked at the tunnel in almost the

accountability from the IRA directed

same spot as the bus was attacked.

youths in the tunnel mob who became

Attacks on buses and hijackings were

murderers that day. For an innocent

common

person to die as a result of a petrol

events

across

Northern

Ireland in riot situations.

culpability

and

moral

bomb being thrown into a bus carrying
passengers is hardly an accident or

This attack was no random act of

manslaughter as can be implied from

violence, perhaps a response to social

O’Hagan’s description.

and economic conditions. The mob of
young men responsible for the attack

Acts of terrorist violence, no matter their

were radicalised and coordinated by

circumstances, can never be justified or

the IRA as a part of a wider program of

diminished, not in the morality of their

terrorist killings and civil disorder,

motive, nor in terms of the horrific

although it remains unclear to this day

suffering imposed upon their victims

whether Official or Provisional IRA

and their families.

elements were overseeing events.

4
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Others Affected

Most of the buses attacked during the
troubles in similar events were gutted

The other passengers on the bus, Ruby

and destroyed by fire. The limited

McCleneghan, Rosaleen McParland,

physical damage to this bus meant that

and her daughter Patricia, were all able

it would be refitted and returned to back

to get off the bus through the rear

into service.

emergency exit, with Mrs McParland
receiving minor injuries.5

Ulsterbus 56 would later be destroyed
in

an

anti-internment

riot

in

the

The bus attacked was a Bedford SB5,

Derrybeg Estate in Newry, on 09

registration 56 GZ that had entered

August 1972.6

service with Ulsterbus in October 1964.

Ulsterbus reg. 57 GZ seen in this picture was an identical model to 56 GZ on which Ruby Johnston
was travelling in Armagh.7
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Ruby Johnston
Margaret Ruby Johnston was born on

IRA,

16 October 1933, the eldest of a family

Newtownhamilton in July 1973. It would

of seven children born to Isaac and

be fair to say that Ruby’s life very much

Annie Johnston. Ruby grew up on the

revolved

family farm at Ballintemple, a townland

Newtownhamilton,

close

devoted to having never married. She

to

Newtownhamilton,

Co.

outside

round

his

home

her

family

whom

she

in

in
was

was also an active member of 2nd

Armagh.

Newtownhamilton

Presbyterian

As a child she attended Townsend

Church. Following a period of time

Primary School in Newtownhamilton,

working as a housekeeper for the

along with Sidney Watt, who as a

Clarke family at Poyntzpass, Ruby was

member

Defence

employed in the home of Brian and

Regiment would be murdered by the

Sylvia McRoberts in Armagh. Brian

of

the

Ulster

Family Photograph: Isaac and Annie Johnston and family c. 1949. Back: Ruby, Isaac, Willie; Front:
Eileen, Sadie, Annie, Susan, and Eric. Anne (sister) is not in the photograph and was raised by an
aunt.
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McRoberts worked as a solicitor, while

“She was a very quiet girl, tidy,

Sylvia McRoberts would later serve as

unassuming and devoted to her

a councillor on Armagh council and as

family and her work. She hadn’t seen

Mayor of Armagh between 2001 and

much, she hadn’t really been out and

2002.

about in the great wide world. Her life
revolved around her family and

Ruby

was

well

regarded

by

the

around my children, who she doted

McRoberts family who had a very

on. I relied on her completely. She

positive relationship with Ruby and

was from typical country folk: small

greatly valued her service.

farmers, good existence, a hard life –
very respectable life. The church

In the article produced by Sean

would have been her life. To use an

O’Hagan in 2002, Sylvia McRoberts

old

gave a vivid description of Ruby:

wouldn’t have hurt a fly. She was

country

expression,

Ruby

gentle and kind and giving”8

The derelict remains of Townsend National School in Newtownhamilton.
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The Aftermath
Upon being taken to Armagh City

Between April and June 1973 four men

Hospital it was found that approximately

were questioned in relation to the

35% of Ruby’s body surface was

murder by police, following arrest on an

burned. This included burns to her face,

unrelated matter. They all denied

hands and legs. For most of the month

involvement. No one was ever charged

of February her condition remained

in relation to the incident or Ruby’s

stable, but from 27 February she

death.10

started to deteriorate developing renal
failure and bronchopneumonia, due to

A police report into the incident of 10

the build-up of urea in her system.9

November 1972 observed:

Finally, on 28 March 1972, Ruby

Investigations to date have not yet

passed away. The post mortem was

established the names of any of the

performed

Tyrone

mob involved in the stoning of the

Hospital, and found that her death

bus. It is known from a reliable

resulted from the illnesses stated, and

source that they were gathered up by

that these were a direct consequence of

an older faction to do this and petrol

the burns she had experienced.

bombs were supplied. I doubt if we

at

the

South

will ever establish who actually
Following the attack on the bus the

threw the petrol bomb that struck the

police investigation achieved very little.

deceased.11

Statements were taken from those on
board

the

witnesses,

bus

and

however

from

other

The absence of evidence, and in

these

gave

particular

forensic

investigators little indication as to who

investigation

was responsible. Forensic examination

success.

had

evidence
little

chance

the
of

of the bus was carried out which again
yielded no leads.

Revulsion at the futility of the attack
resulting in the death of Ruby Johnston,

11
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led to widespread condemnation of the

the incident, there had been no further

behaviour. This included a statement

attacks on public transport in Armagh.12

made in Armagh RC Cathedral to the
effect that attacks on buses were not

Ruby’s funeral took place the day after

acceptable. On 23 March 1972, at a

her death on 29 March 1972. It was

County Court hearing immediately prior

conducted by her minister Rev. H.J.

to her death in which Ruby was

Clarke in the family home. She is buried

awarded £1000 compensation, her

in

employer Brian McRoberts noted that

Newtownhamilton

following the public condemnation of

Church. Ruby was the 323rd person to

the

graveyard

of

2nd

Presbyterian

die in the ‘Troubles’.13

The grave of Ruby Johnston, buried with her parents who never got over her loss, in the
churchyard of 2nd Newtownhamilton Presbyterian Church. Bus driver Wilfred Allen is also buried
here (inset).
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“This is not an occasion for bitter words or political speeches. We can only
sympathise with the bereaved and pay tribute to Ruby’s courage and patience
throughout her long weeks of suffering. She was brave to the last”. Rev. H.J.
Clarke at the funeral of Ruby Johnston.14
““Ordinary people who led ordinary lives, free of causes or political
motivations, need to be remembered too. History forgets, but we shouldn’t
forget”. Sylvia McRoberts.14
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